The concept of the brush number b r (G) was introduced for a simple connected undirected graph G. This note extends the concept to a special family of directed graphs and declares that the brush number b r (J n (1)) of a the finite Jaco graph, J n (1)), n ∈ N with prime Jaconian vertex v i is given by:
Introduction
The concept of the brush number b r (G) of a simple connected graph G was introduced by McKeil [4] and Messinger et. al. [6] . The problem is initially set that all edges of a simple connected undirected graph G is dirty. A finite number of brushes, β G (v) ≥ 0 is allocated to each vertex v ∈ V (G). Sequentially any vertex which has β G (v) ≥ d(v) brushes allocated may send exactly one brush along a dirty edge and in doing so allocate an additional brush to the corresponding adjavent vertex (neighbour). The reduced graph G ′ = G − vu ∀vu∈E(G) is considered for the next iterative cleansing step. Note that a neighbour of vertex v in G say vertex u, now have β G ′ (u) = β G (u) + 1.
Clearly for any simple connected undirected graph G the first step of cleaning can begin if and only if at least one vertex v is allocated, β G (v) = d(v) brushes. The minimum number of brushes that is required to allow the first step of cleaning to begin is, β G (u) = d(u) = δ(G). Note that these conditions do not guarantee that the graph will be cleaned. The conditions merely assure at least the first step of cleaning. 
Proof. See [7] .
Although we mainly deal with simple connected graphs it is easy to see that for set of simple
2 Brush Numbers of Jaco Graphs, J n (1), n ∈ N The infinite Jaco graph (order 1 ) was introduced in [2] , and defined by
The graph has four fundamental properties which are; V (J ∞ (1)) = {v i |i ∈ N} and, if v j is the head of an edge (arc) then the tail is always a vertex v i , i < j and, if v k , for smallest k ∈ N is a tail vertex then all vertices v ℓ , k < ℓ < j are tails of arcs to v j and finally, the
The family of finite directed graphs are those limited to n ∈ N vertices by lobbing off all vertices (and edges arcing to vertices) v t , t > n. Hence, trivially we have
For ease of reference we repeat a few definitions found in [2] .
Definition 2.2. The family of finite Jaco Graphs are defined by {J n (1) ⊆ J ∞ (1)|n ∈ N}. A member of the family is referred to as the Jaco Graph, J n (1).
Definition 2.3. The set of vertices attaining degree ∆(J n (1)) is called the Jaconian vertices of the Jaco Graph J n (1), and denoted, J(J n (1)) or, J n (1) for brevity. 
It is important to note that Definition 2.2 read together with Definition 2.1, prescribes a well-defined orientation of the underlying Jaco graph. So we have one defined orientation of the 2 ǫ(Jn(1)) possible orientations.
Theorem 2.1. For the finite Jaco Graph J n (1), n ∈ N, with prime Jaconian vertex v i we have that:
Proof. Consider a Jaco Graph J n (1), n ∈ N having the prime Jaconian vertex v i . From the definition of a Jaco Graph (order 1 ) it follows that d
So from Lemma 1.1 it follows that the first term must be
Similarly, it follows from the definition of a Jaco Graph that in the finite case, ℓ = (n − j) − d − (j), i + 1 ≤ j ≤ n represents the shortage of brushes to initiate cleaning from vertex v j or, the surplus of brushes at v j . Hence, ℓ > 0 or ℓ ≤ 0. So from Lemma 1.1 it follows that the second term must be
So to settled the result we must show that no other orientation improves on the minimality
Case 1: Consider the Jaco Graph, J 1 (1). Clearly be default, b r (J 1 (1)) = 0.
Case 2: Consider the Jaco Graphs, J n (1), 2 ≤ n ≤ 4. Label the edges of the underlying graph of J 4 (1), as e 1 = v 1 v 2 , e 2 = v 2 v 3 , e 3 = v 3 v 4 . Now clearly, because we are considering paths, P 2 , P 3 or P 4 only, the orientations v 1 )} or respectively lesser thereof, provide optimal orientations. Thus the defined orientations of Jaco graphs, J n (1), 2 ≤ n ≤ 4 are optimal.
Case 3: Consider the Jaco Graph, J 5 (1 
For all possible orientations of J 5 (1) as tabled, we have: b r . Since the prime Jaconian vertex of J 5 (1) is v 3 , the result:
Through induction assume the results holds for J k (1) having prime Jaconian vertex v i . Consider the Jaco graph J k+1 (1). Clearly
So the minimum number of additional brushes to be added to the b r (J k (1)) brushes to clean J k+1 (1) is given (1) . So the minimum number of brushes to be allocated to clean J k+1 is given by:
Since a re-orientation of any one, or more of the arcs (v j , v k+1 ) i+1≤j≤k in J k+1 (1) does not require more brushes, but could in some instances render the cleaning process undoable, the result holds in general.
For illustration the adapted table below follows from the Fisher Algorithm [2] for J n (1), n ∈ N, n ≤ 15. Note that the Fisher Algorithm determines d + (v i ) on the assumption that the Jaco Graph is always sufficiently large, so at least J n (1), n ≥ i + d 
